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INTRODUCTION
The study of the distribution of income summarizes a nation's social
organization and the outcome of the forces of social change. The measure-
ment of income distribution itself is a type of social score-card which
enumerates the resolution of claims by competing groups for the economy's
output. As an indication of social justice, the income distribution
measures as well the extent to which different groups share in a nation's
economic progress.
One goal of our study is to synthesize the work of a number of offi
cial and individual scholars who have attempted to estimate the current
size distribution of income to families and individuals, using several
standard measures of distribution. Despite the variety of approaches,
daCa bases, and assumptions of each of these pioneer investigators, we
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(Colombia), CEPADES (Paraguay), CISEPA (Peru); and Felipe Musgrove
(Brookings Institution, USA) for processing that information;
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Fred Zappert for processing the ECIEL Peruvian data. We are grateful for
the research assistance of Manuel Fernandez (CISEPA) and Adair Waldenbere
(Yale).
We acknowled;5e financial support and bibliographical help of the
Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena (Lima) and from N.B.E.R, collaborative
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attempt to draw generalizations about changes in income distributions
during a nation's growth and about comparisons between countries.
In most of Latin America, economic development is primarily an urban
phenomenon. While the countryside may serve as the source of emigrating
labor and as the supplier of food, handicrafts and raw materials, the
cities remain as the major centers of transformation, as the poles of
growthj and as recipients of the rural surplus. The cities are, in many
countries, islands of relative prosperity floating on the poverty of rural
seas. Perhaps it has been the reaction to the growing uninhabitability
of the city, the attention to upper class needs or a response to the re
quirements of industry and trade; nevertheless, the accumulated public
and private investment has given rise to the impression that the city is
a much better place to live than the countryside.
Many nations have become concerned with their urban poor. However,
if a nation's poor do not live in the city, then any set.of investment
programs or redistribution policies for the city would fall far short of
helping the poorest of any nation.. Therefore, our interest lies in locating
the relative income position of the urban population within the entire
income structure and also in dividing the economy between agricultural
and nonagricultural sectors,
I. COUNTRTOIDE DISTRIBUTION^
The summary measures for four Latin American countries (Table 1) all
indicate a deterioration in overall equality in comparing the earliest
For a complete description of the standard measures of income dis
tribution, their history and application, see R. Weisskoff (1970). Since
each of the summary measures emphasizes different aspects of a distribu
tion and often yield contradictory results, results of several measures
will be considered. Gini coefficients, however equal, may be based on
very different arrays. Lorenz curves may intersect; a .segment of a
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2
year for each economy with the latest. The Gini coefficient, coefficient
of variation, and the standard deviation of the logs all rose, with the
lone exception of the coefficient of variation for Mexico which falls
between 1950 and 1963.
The rise in the Gini ratio can be consistent with many different
changes in the income shares to quintiles of recipients. From the ordinal
shares presented in Table 1, two patterns may be distinguished from the
distribution may be more or less equal than the corresponding portion of
another distribution. The coefficient of variation may indicate declining
inequality due to the influence of a swiftly rising mean. The standard
deviation of the logs of income, a third standard measure employed here,
is influenced the least by changes in the extreme upper values and may be
taken to represent the distribution of relative incomes. Therefore, we
examine the entire array of income shares received by standard ordinal
shares of recipients.
In estimating income shares to standard deciles of recipients, the
following procedures was followed: the logs of nonstandardized frequency
distributions given by researchers for each country were accumulated, and
the income share to standard deciles were calculated from a linear inter
polation of cumulated incomes plotted against the cumulated number of'
recipients. '
Two important reservations are the consequence of this procedure.
First, it is known that the departure from linearity at both extremes of
the cumulated scale may be substantial. Therefore, the accuracy of the
Income shares received by the poorest 20% and by the top 5% depends on the
proximity of these groups to the original incomc classes.
Second, the summary measures are sensitive to the number of groups
in the data. Hence, the Gini ratios presented here have been calculated
from a standard number of groups. In this case, the frequency distribu
tions used in the calculation of summary measures itself is the result p'f
the linear interpolation of the basic data into ten intervals as given by
the decile shares and the share to the top 5%.
Estimation of the summary measures was undertaken using both the stan
dardized interpolated data and the original data using all the frequency
groups, which range from 6 to 29 for some country samples. The drawback
of the interpolation procedure is that it "creates" income intervals when
the original data arc too few and "loses" intervals when the original data
are too detailed. In this paper, we.present only the results from the
interpolated data, although both are available on request.
2 •
In the case of Argentina, the observation of 1559 reflects the effects
of a severe recession and major devaluation v^hich resulted in an acute
widening of the distribution. The partial "recovery" by 1961 still reveals
less equality than in the initial year, 1953.
-5-
trends. The first reflects the gain of top 57# or 10% and the relative
loss by the lower 907.,, as in the case of Argentina and Brazil.
The second pattern reflects the more thorough making of "bourgeois"
society in the yielding up of income shares by both the bottom 60% and
top 5% and the observed rise of the income share to the middle groups
(61 - 95th percentiles), as shown in the Mexico and Puerto Rico cases.
But in both these patterns, it is the bottom 607o of families which suffer
absolutely declining shares,
A comparison of a wider cross-section of income distribution suggests
that the general ranking of the economic level of each country may be
3related, however roughly, to the coefficients of concentration (Table IB).
Peru, Mexico, Colombia and Brazil demonstrate both the lowest per capita
income and the highest Gini ratios. At the other extreme, Argentina and
Puerto Rico are characterized by the highest income levels and lowest
inequality. The high levels of inequality in Peru, Mexico, Colombia and
Brazil--reflect the greatest income shares possessed by the top 5% in each
country and a corresponding dowm^ard pressure as exhibited by the comparably
small income shares of the lowest 60% of the people. The more equal dis
tributions of Puerto Rico and Argentina rcflect the greatest spread of
income downward to the poorest 607a of the population.
How can the observation be explained that the income shares to the
top groups are highest in the poorest countries? It follows that in order
for the top 5% of a poor country to sustain an absolute standard of living
set by the industrial countries, this group must obtain a proportionately
larger share of their own country's output. Thus, the attempt by the
3
Caution should be cxercised in comparing the cross-section mixture
of income distribations which refer to households, individuals and consumer
units.
-6-
upper stratum of a poor country to achieve a level of consumption similar
< •
to the middle stratum of rich countries necessarily results in a higher
degree of inequality. Here we emphasize merely that the achievement of
this living standard by the topmost groups requires substantial pressure
on the rest of their societies.
II. URBAN - RURAL COMPARISONS^ ^ '
Two broad patterns of inequality emerge from the comparison of nine
urban income distributions (Table 2)'. First, a more "polarized" distri
bution is characterized by a less-than-average share for the lower 60%
and a higher-than-average share for the top 5% of recipients, as in the
cases of Colombia, Mexico, Ecuador and Peru. A second pattern which
demonstrates the strength of the rising'middles classes, here taken to be
the .61-80th percentiles, is reflected in the urban distributions of
Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, Venezuela and Guatemala.
The equality in the rural zones of different countries may be a
reflection of the mixture of commerce, agriculture and handicrafts, land
tenure and economic institutions (Table 2B). The rural distributions for
two small economies, Costa Rica and Puerto Rico, demonistrate a relatively
strong peasantry or agricultural proletariat, as illustrated by the higher-
than-average shares to the bottom 607o. In Colombia and Mexico, the top
57o in the rural areas receive the largest shares of all the countries.
4 . • . .
Kuznets points out that inequality in a poor country may be necessary
to impede mobility of professionals. But certainly this applies only to
a small fraction of the inequity.
The urban distributions represent the summation of all individuals
living in towns greater than 2,500 inhabitants. Only in the cases of
Colombia (four major cities), Guatemala (five major cities) and Venezuela
(two major cities.) do the distributions reflect only the largest urban areas
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How can the relative degree of inequality in the urban and rural
sectors be explained? The greater range and heterogeneity or urban
activities, we hypothesize, lead to greater inequality within the urban
zone as compared to the more homogenous activity characteristic or rural
areas. However, if significant dualities may exist in the rural zone "as
well, especially in the form of enclave mining and large-scale plantations,
considerable inequality may persist.^
We note that the mean income of the urban zone ranges from nearly two.
to three times the rural"mean (Table 3, column 1) J The ratio of Gini
coefficients (col. 3) indicates greater inequality within the urban zone
for all cases except Colombia, 1964. Comparison of the other measures
(col. 8 and 9), suggests even less unanimity on the question of urban-rural
inequality. Because both the means and dispersions of the regional
income distributions,differ widely, we expect considerable overlapping,
especially in the lower tail of the urban with the rural (see Table 4).
As a unit, the urban population in every case receives a correspond
ingly greater income share than does the rural, indicating greater relative-
pressure on the rural populace. For the sample average, slightly more
than,half of the people are urban and claim two-thirds of the national
income (Table 3, col. 4-5). The.most extreme case is Peru in which
two-thirds of.national income is held by only 43% of urban, individuals.
Furthermore, the income share to the bottom 607o in the urban zone is, on
^The urban-rural .income concept refers t:o residential location of the
reporting units, while the agricultural - non-agricultural distinction in
the next section refers to location of the income-generating unit.
^The. comparison of monetary income alone buLwecn the urban and rural
areas may exaggerate tlie differences in real income unless some adjustment
for differences in cost of living are made. However, the fact that manu-
"factures--an urban product--are more expensive in the rural areas indicates
that this adjustment is complex and that there may exist offsetting effects.
Unfortunately, no statistical work exists on this question for the couri-
'tries studied here.
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average, 86% of the corespondin>', rural share, while the Income share for
the urban top 5%, is 12% higher on the average than the corresponding rural
share. However, the observation that the bottom 607, in the rural zones
receive a slightly higher incomo share than the urban poor is little conso
lation in view of the considerable smaller size of the pic available to
them.
Where do the urban and rural groups lie with respect to each other?
Who are the poor and rich in the nation? What is the division of each
nation-wide quartile between urban and rural zones?
In the most extreme of dualities, all the poor would reside in the
hinterland and the ricli in the city. Alternatively, we might expect the
rural area itself to be a mixture of modern, export-oriented plantations
and subsistence farms and the city to be a mixture of modern and tradi
tional as well. If povertywere evenly distributed throughout the urban and
rural areas, we would expect both the urban and rural share in the total
countrywide population. In all cases, however, rural people dominate the
bottom half of the distribution, while urban people dominate the top half
(Table 4).
The overlapping nature of the two distributions cannot be emphasized
too highly. Characterization of the poor as completely rural is inaccurate,
although the overwhelming dominance of rural poverty is striking in all
countries. Despite the visibility of the poor in urban areas, only a
fraction of each nation's poor is urban,
III. agricultural - NON-ACRICUI.TirHAL niSTRTRimON
Our interest in isolating tlie agriculture from the non-agricultural
sector stems from its importance as the scctor whose profile dominates
-il-
Table 4
A. Countrywide Quartiles Divided into Rural and Urban Sectors
INCOME SHARE
RECEIVED BY EACH QUARTILE
COUNTRY AND YEAR I II III IV POPULATION SHARE '
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Rural
1; Colombia (Urrutia) 1964: 52 92 34 29 52
2. Colombia (Dane) 1970: • 57 49 34 14 38
3, Costa Rica 1971: • 83 69 52 28 58
4. Mexico 1963: 67 54 36. 21 44
5. Peru 1961: 89 69 43 28 57
6. Puerto Rico 1953: 63 59 . 51 29 51
7. Puerto Rico 1963: 69 61 47 29 52
8. AVERAGE 69 65 42 25 51
Urban
9. Colombia (Urrutia) 1964: •48 8 66 71 48
10. Colombia (Dane) 1964: 43 51 66 86 62
11. Costa Rica 1971: 17 31 48 72 42
12. Mexico 1963,: 33 46 64 79 56
13. Peru 1961: 11 31 57 72 43
14. Puerto Rico 1953: 37 41 49 71 49 ,
15, Puerto Rico 1963: 31 39 53 71 48
16. AVERAGE 31 35 58 75 50
B. Countrvwide Ouartiles Divided Between Asriculture and Non-Agricultural Sector
Agriculture
17. Argentina 1953: 45 11 10 18 21 .
18. Argentina 1961: 36 11 8 9 16
19. Brazil,(Fishlow) 1970: 70 62 33 11 44
20. Chile 1967: ' _ 40 35 13 8 24
21. Colombia (Dane) 1970; 51 44 30 12 34
22, Mexico 1963: 68 49 31 23 ' 43
23. Puerto Rico 1953: 49 30 30 13 30
24. Puerto Rico 1963: 30 21 10 6 17
25. U.S.A. 1957-59: 33 7 3 3 11
26. U.S.A. 1960-62: 26 6 3 3 10
27. AVERAGE 49 33 21 12 27
Non-Agriculture
28. Argentina 1953: 55 89 90 82 79
29. Argentina 1961: 64 • 89 92 91 84
30. Brazil (F) 1970: 30 38 67 89 56 •
31. Chile 1967: 60 65 87 92 76
32. Colombia (D) 1970: 49 56 70 88 66
33. Mexico 1963: 32 51 69 77 57
34, Puerto Rico 1953: 51 70 70 87 70.
35. Puerto Rico 1963: 70 79 90 94 83
36. U.S.A. 1957-59: 67 93 97 97 89
37. U.S.A. 1960-62: 74 94 97 97 90
38..AVERAGE (excluding-USA) 51 67 74 88 71 :
Sources: 1.1, 2.3, 3.1, 4.3, 4.4, 5.1, 7.1, 8.2, 9.1, 9.2
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"g
the countrywide distribution. Should we expect greater overall equality
with the decline of agriculture? Our expectation depends on the growth
of the more unequal sector and the spread in the averages. Even if the
dynamic sector (non-A) itself is more equal the country\-7ide economy may
be growing less equal due to the increasing divergence in productivities
of the two sectors.
Conventional wisdom holds the characteristic distribution generated
by agriculture to be more equal; the spread of poverty is more even and
the range of incomes relatively narrow. However, in economies where
large-scale mechanized plantations co-exist with small-scale peasant
agriculture, these heterogeneous forces may tend to create a society in
which agriculture is a greater source of inequality than manufacturing
or commerce. In a non-mechanized peasantry we would observe a more,
homogeneous, but poor, subsistence peasant.
The averages for each of the three summary measures formed from ten
observations (Table 5, line 14, columns 4-6) indicate greater equality
within the agricultural than within non-agricultural populations. The
exceptions to these overall averages of the Gini ratio and the standard
deviation of the logs are the observations for Argentina (both years),-
Brazil (1970), and the U.S.A., reflecting perhaps the impact of intensive
mechanization.
The results of the coefficient of variation are less uniform: five
observations suggest greater equality in the non-agricultural sector, and
five other cases suggest greater equality for the agricultural sector.^
8The distinction between the "A" and "non-A" distributions, on the
one hand, and the rural-urban distributions, on the other, are analogous
to the differences between country GNP and geographic GDP.
9 _
The imputations to agricultural incomes in the non-monetarized areas
are generally inadequate, therefore exaggerating comparative poverty.
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On the average the bottom 80% of recipients in agriculture receive
a greater share of that sector's income than does the bottom 80% in non-
agriculture, while the uppermost deciles in non-A receive correspondingly
greater income shares (Table 5, columns 7-11). The notable exceptions to •
the average are Argentina and the USA which both distribute larger shares
of income to the poorest and smaller shares to the richer nDn-agricultural
quintiles.
Taking each country as a whole, is it true that the poorest individuals
are engaged in agriculture? If the agricultural population were distributed
evenly, then 27% of each quartile would be engaged in agrarian pursuits
(Table 4B, col, 5, line 23). However, the actual distributions arranged
by quartiles of the total population reveal that on the average about half
of the individuals in the poorest quartile work in agriculture, while an
average of 12% of the highest quartile are supported in agriculture.
We conclude that although the overall population shares in agricul
ture vary between countries, the relative position of each agricultural
sector in its income pyramid is comparatively uniform: 67-75%.of the
poorest half of a country's population are engaged in agriculture compared to
9-15% of the top quartile.
IV. COMPARISONS BETWEEN CITIES
In Latin America intense and rapid urbanization has emerged with
industrialization and economic growth. The city, as a location of modem
production and as the residence of a wide range of life styles, lies on
the fault-line of acute social conflict. By bringing people of varied
backgrounds and roles geographically close together, the city may accen
tuate social differences and intensify social friction. Awareness of
these social differences may be expressed in a wide range of phenomena,
•».
from petty theft to mass political mobilization. One indicator as well
-15-
as root of conflict within Che city may be the degree of income equality;
one route to reducing conflictmay be thought to be redistributive mechanisms
of social change.
The ranking of the fourteen cities reveals a cursory inverse relation
ship between the level of per capita income of the city and the concen
tration indices (Table 6). As measured by the Gini ratio, the most unequal
cities are Asuncion.and Monterrey; the most equal are Caracas and San Juan.
The profiles of urtan distributions suggested in the quintile shares
(col, 6-1) may prove a useful first approximation for distinguishing two
broad types.of cities. The "bourgeois" city may be defined by higher-
than-average income shares to the 41st to 80th percentiles, and lower-
than-average income shares to the uppermost 5%, as in Guatemala, San Juan
and Caracas. The "polarized" city is characterized by a lower-than-average
share to the bottom 60%,. and a higher-than-average share for the top 5%, as
in Cali, Medellin, Monterrey and Asuncion.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
f '
We reject the notion that our observations of past distributions imply
a necessary path for other nations seeking to traverse, similar terrain.
-A country may seek to reduce the great disparity between rural and urban
areas and refuse to tolerate the historical poverty of agriculture.
The persistence of low rural incomes in the face of rising urban
fortunes stems from rural neglect, high levels of urban investment and
the state's steadfast attention to infrastructure, energy, and industry.
Conventional policies such as subsidies and public works which try to
reverse these practices may not sustain rural incomes, and even the gains
from such policies as land reform, which are aimed directly at redistribu
tion, may be undermined by ongoing market actions.. Equalization within
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the urban sector may prove meaningless in the face of widening sectoral
averages. Even the political appeal of continued land reform may weaken
due to the fragmentation and geographical dispersion of rural pressures
compared to the' sharp articulation of the concentrated urban groups. The
only effective way of raising rural standards may prove to be by means of
directly changing the rules by which society rewards its members and
validates, rather than erodes, an equal distribution.
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DATA USED IN THIS STUDY
1» Argentina
A. C6untiywidei (l.l), 1953 from T. XV^i, p.5j 196I from T. 17-223,
p«233> oaloulatod from 22 intervals.
li A^iculticrei 1953, T* from pp. 7 &15;' 1961^ T, from pp* 225
and 263-
2. Kon-a^ioulturo* 1953, T, from pp 8-13, 16-22; I96I, T, from
pp. 131 and 139.
2, Brazil
A. • Countryvdde (Piahlow)i f2:3)"1960 fron'T, l<'p»-392; econ6mioal3y
aotivo population from (2,4),'T, VT; p. XKIX. 197O from T, 5, - p
339, and'e.Q.p. from (2.4), T, 8, p.6, Nino intervals'for I960
and 1970.
Agriculture and Kon-agriculture, 1970, "bdth from TV, p.399-
B, Countrywide (Langoni)* (2,5), I960 &'1970, Deoile shores fi-om
T.4, P.14;'1960 o,A,P. from (2.4), T. YI, p: XXIX; I97O e.a..p,
from (2,5), p, 19; mean incomes from p« 14# Twelve intervals
used for all dnta in iDothe years.
1. Agrioulture (Primario), I96O, Decile shares from T. 6, p. 17,
1970 from T on p. 14; I960 e.a.p. from (2.4), VI, P XXXX, •
1970 o.a.p, from T.8, p, I9,
2, Non-agricultiire (dallod "urbano" in 2.5), 196O &1970 deoilo
shares from T6, p, I7,
C. Recife (all years); (2,2), ntim"ber''of families from T, 1 p, 86,
avorag6 family "incomQ from T." 2 p, 88, fre<iuonoy distidhutions
• fl-om T> 4, P» 99; luartiloB (no inteirpolation procedure given)
appear in T, 5, P. 100. V/o used his 6 intervals for I960, nine
for 1961, seven for 1967, and eleven for 1968,
D, Sao PauloJ f2,l),'all data from Tahlos on p. 6, Thirteen intervals
used. (2,6), P-'46, ^ivoo only 4 claEsesj and thorcforo oould
not "bo used.- (2,6) p» 46, gives only 4 classes, aiid therefore
could not he used.
3. Chile
A, Countrywidej'Dedile shares'from (3.l),'T; 1, p. 6; mean inoomo
fi*ora p. 11 '^ o.a.p. from (3.3), T. 7, p, 48.
1. Urhan and Hurals decile shares from (3.l), T. 1, p. 6; number
of rocipicnts from geographic zones from T, 4, p* 8; mean
inoomos from T. 11, p. 27.
2, Agriculturo and Non-ofjriculturot incomo shares for seven
intervals for A and eight intervals for I &S sectors in (3«l)
P* 21. V/oighted averages for oaoh interval to o'btain
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Ihoomo and rodpibnt share for oomblndd 'TToA-agricsultuxo."
KumboT'of roolpionts'froci sharoe- in T, 2, p. 8j mean InbomQ
^om Tb 11, p. 27j o«o>^p« from (3»3)j T, 1, p. 6, Seven
intorvalQ used for Agricul-tiirej eight intervals for Non-
Agriculture.
4* Colombia.
A, Countrjavide (Urrutid, 1964)! (4.4) acoumulatod aharoa, population
total inoomo from T, A-6, p, 1003,
1* Rural from T-, A-5j P. 1002^ total income from p» 993.
ITrban from T, A-r3j p» 1001, Twonty-throo intervals used for
oountrjnm.de and rural| 25 intervals for urban,
B, Oountrywido (DANE, 1970)i (4.^3) from T. 20, p. 70.
1. Agrioultiirei fi'om 15 inoomo groups in-T. 8, p. 135,
2. ITon-agrioulturo* number of pooplo, for oaoh intorvnl v.-aa
found by subtracting a{p:icultural from total, then applying
standard'interval'means to obtain income shares. Total nuifibor
of o,a.p, from T 4^ P. 129; Total inoomo from T, 5f -p. 130,
3. Urban-Rural from T, 21, p. ?!, T, 22, p, 72,
4. Sogot^-ITon—Bogota'(Heads'of "Familiea) XThirteen intervals
for Bogota from T, 19, p. 149; ITumber of People from T, 28,
p, 157. Income Sharo for Regions given in T, 16, p, I45,
Hon-Bogotd is calcialatod by summing Atl^ntica, Oriental, "
Central'and Pacifico regions, Hocipiont and Income shares are
given 6n T, P« 149. Distribution of Recipients by Region
ftom Tj 2Qf p# 157J Diotribution of Income by Region in T. 16
p. 145.
C, Medolliri, Manizalea (1967)1 from (4.4), Tables A-10, A-11
p. 1005, Twenty-fivo intervals for Medollin, and 22 for Matiizales
5« Costa Rica
A« Countr^^do: from (5.l), Appendix T, 4, p. 8I, gives shares of
persons, families, and income for eleven intervals, from -whioh
ooiuitryv/ide interval means are caloulatod. Theao means were
thon applied to tho'froqu6ncy distribution of urban and rural
families given in T, 8, p. 40, to obtain income shares for
oaoh shares of rocipionta, Tho difference from the given total
inoomo and tho aggrogatod inoomo by interval ^va^ distributed •
aoroas all income olassSa, Tho elevon intervals for tho U-R
dictoibution in T, 8, p, 40, vrere reconciled by linear interpo
lation vath tho t7/elvo q.uito differoAt*intervals for tho
oountrysvide distributions given in T, 4, p, 8I,
6. Ecuador
A, Urban onlyj from (4.3) - acoumulatod shares from 23, p, 73,
.-21-
7* Ouatomfila
. A» A^icultuxe onlya from (6.2) number of famlliea and moan Inoone
is given for 22'intervals for all agrictllturo in T, 31# P. 143#
as well as for eight major cultivations.
2, PivG Cities only: from (6«3), number' of'fariiiliea And* total inoomo
for eaoh of ten intervala'is" given in T, 4.0-1, p; 93, for five
cities, and in T, 40-2, p, 93> for Guatanala City. .
8, MfiYioo
A, Countrywide (l963)y Agriovl'^iro and ITon-agriculturei uftoorreoted
results*Dfbudget survey distributions aro given in (7#l)f Series
,3B# P« 432, for sizrfcoen original inoomo intervals* Income
shares to eaoh interval are calculatcd for Agriculture and Kon-
agrioulture from Scries 36, p,'428,'and the number of families
in each interval from Series, 35., Po 420
Be Countrywide. (1963), from Ifigenia ITarirrette, "La Distribuoion
del Ingr.osd" en Mexicoi Tendenoias y Perspectivas" on*'El Porfil
do Mexioo en 198O (Mexico, 1970, Siglo Veintiuno), p« 37>
Cuadr.o 2#
I
Urban-Rural (1963), calculated fl-om fourteen intervals in (7il)j
Series 38, p# 429^ for rural localities under 2,500, and p, 432,
for all Mdxlpo.
C. Mfixico (1963), cftlculiitod from nine intervals given in
(7.1), ScQ?ios 19.1, 'V* 244.
jD, Monterrey (l965)> calculated from 22 intervals ;.n (7.4),
Appendix T, 1, p. 82, accumuliatod shares of income families
before taxes. Universe nuinber is, given irt text on p. 95> and
mean family per month in Appendix T. 2, p. 85.
9, Peni
A, Countrywidos total labor foJ-ce and income in millions of TJ,S«
dollars appears in' (8,3). T,'2', p«'6. The fourteen intervals
appoai*od earlier in (8,2), T, 3, p. 7> in millions of Peruvian
selesi Quartiles for Urban and Rural eoctors,' and shares to
the 90th, 95th 99th pOrcentilGs with average income in U.S,
dollars follows in (8,3) T. 3,' p. 7* However, these tTTO
oomppnents do not precisely exhaust the total oounti^ incomo.
^ The Rural distributionB' have been oalculatod 6n the basis of
six intervals, and urban ydth seven intervals^
10, Puerto Rioo
' ' * .« - -
A, Countrywide! 1953 is based on (9-'2)p 20, p. 110, with nitte "
original incomo intervals, 'Data from 1963 are f^om T. 6, p# 15^
based on thirteen intervals#
B. Urban-Ruralj from (9»2), urban zone includes families in plaoes
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of 2,500 InhaMtanto and ovorj also thoae that a^o looatod in .
doneoly populated urban fringes for 1963 ao t.'gII. Original
shares of nuabora of familiGs and cliaroo of incono aro from'
T. 6, p, 6, oolunns 7-10* 9 intorvnla in 19^3, and T, 20, p.110,
columns 7-10, for tho thirtoon intervals in 1953.
C« Agriciilturo - Ifon-Agriculture
1, For 1953, from (9-2), T, 6, p, 15. Agrioultuxo includos
^ foroatry and fishorios, Non-agriculturo is aggregate of
construction, manufactring, utilities; trade, finance, aervi-
oea, publib adiainistration and others; Shares of number of
families in oaoh sector is given in T, 6« Average incomes
wore calculated by dividing tho income reooived by oaoh
income interval by tho number of families in that interval
for tho country-vidde distributions oonstructod from Report
A-1, Tables 1 and 3. Income sliaros wero obtained by
multiplying tho number of families in oaoh intorval for each
industry by tho average income for that iterval. Finally,
the income shares for tho nine intervals wore interpolated.
2# For 19^3, from (9»2).' Sectors are oomposod of tho same
industrioa as the 1953 data. Shares of tho number of families
ill eaOh income intorval for oaoh aoctor aro given in T,15-A1,
p. 7^* Average incomcs wore calculatod first for each of
tho 13 intervals for tho urban and rural zonos from the
information in Column 1 of Tables 15-21 and 15-El. Then,
these average incomes for each interval vrero applied to the
number of families vdthin each sector residing in tho rural
or urban sono to yield tho actual income of rural and urban
families for each intorval ;Yithin each industry, Tho rural
and urban distributions -vvoro then aggregated and income
shares formed for each income inton.'al within each industry.
These income shares were then intol-polatod to obtain tho
shares for standard ordinal groups*
11. U.S.A.
A, CountryvTide, Farm and Non-farm for 1957-1959, and I96O-I962, arb
based on Jeannott© FitzV'illiams, "Siao Distribution of Incono in
" 1963," in Survey of Current pT.iainoaa, XLIV, 4 (April 1964),
Tables 7 and b, p, 7« averaged the percentage shares in
iTumbors of familieo and incomes for each throo year period and
V tho intorpolatod the twelve original ir.conio intervals. I^ata
for 1960-1902 include Havmii and Alaska.
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APPENDIX I
Sources and Methodologies of the Country Studies
The authors have relied on published individual and official estimates
based on several types of data. The validity of the comparisons is
severely limited by disparties in concepts, coverage, and sampling pro
cedures of each study; there is no uniformity in the country surveys.
Two broad types of" sources are typically utilized in the construction
of income distributions. First, censuses administered to the entire
population directly record personal incomes of persons and of families,
• such as those used in the Argentine, Brazilian, Peruvian, and North
American Studies. Few built-in verifications of stated income are pro
vided to guard against exaggerations in income. The census distribution
of money income derived from the survey may then be amended by imputations
made for home-grown food, rent on owner-occupied dwellings, and for
clothing and services received in kind. These imputations may be dis
tributed according to income class arid region of the country, and this
newly derived, total "distributed income" must then be compared to a
total personal income estimated independently in the national income
accounts.
A second "type" of income distribution study is derived from data
gathered in family budget surveys, such as those used in Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, and Puerto Rico. Generally designed to probe individual
consumption items, the family budget survey provides a consistency chock
for each family of its total income and total expenditures. This
balancing of each family's budget does little to retard understatement
of income especially by families whose income substantially surpasses
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stated consumption. However, family budget surveys may be especially use
ful in providing realistic imputations of home-grown food, services in
kind, and in providing a more precise estimate of rent and value of home."
The following section reviews each of the data sources utilized in the
country samples. Our goal is. to caution the reader in interpreting the s
comparisons in previous sections,of .this paper.
1. Argentina—The Argentine study of the size distribution of income
formed an integral part of•a comprehensive system of national accounts, and
I
the entire investigation is perhaps the most complete project of this type
for any Latin American country in the post-war period.^ Total income for 25
functional and "sectoral divisions such as "industrial employees" or "ag
ricultural entrepeneurs" was divided among 22 income intervals. The number
of recipients belonging to each income .interval was then estimated, fre
quently on the basis of a single observation for the entire period, and then
• 2extrapolated to a common year.
The initial size distributions consists of occupational remuneration or
earnings by job, which were then consolidated ronumeration or earnings •
by job, which were then consolidated to obtain family income in addiitonal
steps in which earnings from two or more jobs were combined, and then the
individual recipients were combined into households. The formation of
households was of considerable importance, as more than half the families
reported at least two recipients.
Many assumptions-made in the study may have introduced into the final
size distributions. For example, estimates ol" ontreproneurial income were
based on census data for a "small, homogeneous set of producers", which
was then blown up to account for the total share of entrepreneurial income
for each sector.
Second, various pieces of information had been genrated in different
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years, and the application of these distributions to control totals for
1953, 1959, and 1961, assumes rigid stability of the intra-divisional
distributions .throughout the encire period. This bias might be most sigr
nificant in the distribution of entrepreneurial income, which was based
heavily on the 1953 census.
Third, the omission of imputed income from owner-occupied dwellings
may have understated the shares of low income urban and agricultural
workers. Fourth, omission of income from capital gains probably under
states the shares of upper income groups.
Another serious deficiency of the study stems from its reliance on
sources which tend to ignore the marginal urban peddler, the squatter,
and migrants. Since the Argentine distributions rely almost entirely on
production data for wages and salaries and not on family budget surveys, it
is likely that the low-income family has not bben captured in the distri
bution.^
2. Brazil Both Fishlow (2.3) and Langoni (2.5) followed similar
procedures in sampling families from the 1960 and 1970 Demographic,
Census. Both investigators began with the census breakdown of the
proportion of the economically-active population (e.a.p.) which reported
income and sectoral affiliation. However, 20% of the total e.a.p.,
which reported as unpaid family agricultural workers, were given a zero
income by Fishlow and then were "boosted" by supplimental income from
•imputations for rent, food and services in kind. W. Cline in an earlier
investigation of Brazilian income distribution had correlated unpaid
family workers negatively with sectoral income. Fishlow assumes a hor- -
izontal distribution. Thus, much of the character of the overall dis
tribution hangs on the arbitrary assumptions surrounding this important
class.•
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3. Chile—Decile shares for the agricultural and non-agricultural
sectors appear separately in Heskia (3.1) on the basis of a nationwide
budget study for 1967. Foxley and Munoz (3.3) also present income dis
tributions with few income intervals, but the first of these includes
over a majority of the population and renders invalid the lower decile
interpolations. In our tables of Chile, we have applied the country
wide deciles and relative sector means as given in Heskia.
4, Colombia—the results for 1964 presented by Urrutia (4.4) are
based on almost 95% of the totals given independently in the national
accounts. ' The total personal income thus accounted for amounts to
data from several budget studies. The urban lower class ("unemployed")
was allocated . a certain share of income without explanation of the
specific procedure.
Urrutia combined agricultural and rural non-agricultural incomes
from different distributuions to construct the rural sector. The sum of
the rural and urban sectors does exhaust total personal income, but the
frequency distribution of.urban incomes appears extremely uneven, due
perhaps to imputations at the lowest extremes.
The 1967 CEDE urban budget studies were gathered in four major
cities and were not compared to any set of regional accounts totals.
Nevertheless, the attempted balancing of income and expenditiure for
these families may have led to accurate reporting, although one is re
ticent about relying on reported incomes at upper-most'tails.
The DANE 1970 budget studies (4.3) published in summary form, are
deficient in that first the bottom-most income interval is too broad
and- comprehends nearly 30% of all families or nearly 50% in the
rural sector. Furthermore, the total sample size the the rural zone
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suggests a smaller rural population relative to the urban than we know
to exist from the Census. We suspect, therefore, that the rural bias is
more serious than the comparable biases in the urban sample, although
the effect of this undersampling on the relative incomes is not clear.
5. Coast Rica—The results of a nationwide budget study, unreconciled
with national accounts, are presented in contradictory ways (5.1).
Typographical errors are frequent and the standard income intervals
differ between the rural and urban subsamples. In our work, each sub-
sample was first standardized by interpolating ' to achieve comparable income
intervals. We then aggregated to obtain the national distribution, which
differs slightly form the "national" results presented in the original
study.
6. Mexico—The Mexican size distributions for 1963 are derived from
a household budget study (7.1) demand for agricultural products.
The survey consisted of a relatively concise questionnaire^ ad— -
ministered to some 4,650 families sampled from a universe of 7,329,000
families from 327 rural and 165 urban areas on tlie basis of the 1960
Population Census. Non-respondents reduced the planned sample by- 8.3%.
Only .in two geographic divisions was the degree of non-response con
siderably higher. Total family Income was computed by recording
frequency and sources of income.®
It is difficult to undertake a reconciliation of the survey totals
and the national accounts. National accounts estimates of global private
consumption are 26% higher than the survey totals, but these accounts
totals iriclude inventories.^
_ The earlier observations for Mexico in 1950 and 1957 are based on
Navarrete (.7.2, 7.3). Here, the methodology builds on a base of partial
budget studies, dlstributinis the difference between the sum of personal
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income thus reported and the national accounts total to the top three
income classes. No explainaiton for this division is given. Therefore
the observed trend between Che years rests on the discretionary allo
cation of this "unreported" income exclusively to the upper tail.
• 8. Peru—The country wide and regional distributions for Peru
are derived by Webb (8.1) on the basis of division of the 1961 labor
. s;, '
« force into five groups:" (a) rural highlands (b) coastal and jungle
farmers (c) wage workers (d) salaried employees and (e) urban self-
employed, a mixture which includes professionals, household workers, and
street venders. A sixth group was constituted for the receipt of in
come from capital (23% of national income) which was arbitrarily assigned
to the top 200 families.
The distributions- of income to each group result from combining
data form the 1961 Population Census, agricultural income estimates from
1967, and the 1969 urban survey. The most significant bias in the study
may be a consequence of projecting each component backwards to 1961,'
relying on Webb's estimates of income trends of each group from 1950
to 1966.
9. Puerto Rico—studies (9.1 and 9.2) are derived from budget sur
veys in 1953 and 1963 reported in two six-volume tabulations. The
sample for the 1963 survey consisted of 2,548 households of the universe
of 461,000 families: 875 households from those which had paid income tax
in 1961, stratified by income levels; 1,773 households from a list of
c
families which had not paid income tax in 1961, but hnd been sampled in
a January 1964 labor force survey.For each family in the survey,.a
balancing procedure was carried out to check the consistency of reported
income with expenditures and savings. This resulted in reinterviewing
in many cases, and, hopefully, greater reliability.
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For 1953, the total family income estimated form the survey falls
short of personal iritorae by 15% and in 1963, by 12%. The major differences
are due to imputed items, notably compensation of employees in the form
of food in kind (which would lead to underestimation of the shares of the
lower income groups) and rental income of persons and imputed interest
paid to persons (which affects private home-owners in the middle and upper
income brackets).
Transfer pa3rments, scholarships and Commonwealth and disability
transfers, which flow mainly to* lower'income groups and are omitted *from.
family income, may be offset by business transfers, (bad debts and don-
nations), which accrue to upper income groups. Finally, family
income includes some miscellaneous transfers such as payments of. trust
funds and insurance settlements, gambling profits, and alimony, which
do not appear in the national accounts estimates of personal income.
Overall, results of the surveys of 1953 and 1963 may be fairly
reliable for all but the top income groups.
10. U.S.A.—the data are from the Population Surveys of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census. Other investigators, referenced in the text, have
reconciled these estimates with national accounts. Other studies, the
most notable by Selma Goldsmith of the U.S. Department of Commerce,
are annotated earlier in the paper.
A-,13-
FOOTNOTES
Published in five volumes, the results include estimates of national
accounts for 1950-63 of econoniically-active population by sector, and of
the size distributions of income by socio—economic groups for the years
1953, 1959, and 1961, The studies of the size distribution of income
are presented in 333 tables in Volume IV.
2
A variety of sources were used to distribute income among recipients
in each of the socio-econoraic groups. For example, the registry of the
social security system and records of withholding taxes provided wage
and salary data for most sectors and the 1953 Economic Census reported
profits and size of establishments from which the distribution of two-
thirds of entrepeneurial income was established. The 1963 consumer survey
was used to complete the distributions of the remaining third of entre
peneurial income. See Argentina, 1965,Volume 1, Part III, Chapter 9-11,
pp. 225-356, for description of the concepts, sources, and estimation
procedures used In the size distribution tables. The sources are also
summarized in United Nations, "income Distribution in Argentina", Economic
Bulletin for Latin America, XI, 1, (April 1966), especially Table 2, pp.
110-111.
3
United Nations, op. cit. (1966),p. 111.
^United Nations, op. cit, (1966), p. 118.
^Comparison of the size distribution of non-agricultural recipients
with the 1963 expenditure survey indicates that the proportion of re
cipients in the lowest four income strata in the accounts data are under-
represented by 104 and the proportion in the top-most class is understated
by only 1%. See Table 1-31, "Comparison of the distributions of non-
agricultural recipients by level of principal income resulting from (a)
budget study of urban families and (b) from the CONADE-CEPAL study of
1951," Argentina, 1965, (1.1), Volume I, p. 266.
The budget study was undertaken for the purpose of determining the
incidence of taxes and detailed information on expenditures and incomes.
However, serious deficiencies in sampling have led to restricted appli
cation of the survey results in the construction of the income distribu
tions. See Argentina, Programa Conjunte de Tributacio^n OFA-BID. , Estudio
Sobre Polttica Fiscal en la Argentina. Buenos Aires, 1963. Capitulo VI.
The results of the several summary measures applied to the Argentine
country-wide and sectoral distributions in Tables 1, 3, and -i of this
paper differ from the results presented earlier for Argentina in Weisskoff
(1960), Tables 1 and 3 becnuse the summary measures herein presented
are based on eleven standard fiequency points derived form linear inter
polation of the logs of accumulated income against accumulated number
of families; the measures presented in the earlier study were based on
the sixteen orginal income classes.
^Compared to the Puerto Rican and United States budget surveys. Each
Mexican family's data were summarized on 10 80-column punchcards. The
Puerto Rico survey required nearly 100 punchcards for each family.
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8
In Che southeastern Gulf region (Campeche,. Quintana Roo, Tabasco,
Veracruz, and Yucatan), the planned sample was reduced by 17.2% due to
non-respondents. The planned sample for the Pacific South region
(Chiapas, Guerrero, and Oaxaca), was reduced by 34.6%. Both regions are
heavily rural. See Encuesta, op. cit., p. 27, Anexo Cuadro A-1.
9
N^cional Financiera, S.A. Informe Anual Correspondients a 1963
p. 31. Population appears overestimated also in the survey (42,236,000
individuals) compared to the accounts total of 38,946,000 individuals.
^^The questionnaires are adaptions of the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics of 1960, Schedules B and C.
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